Variability of pelvic axial rotation in patients undergoing total hip arthroplasty.
Pelvic axial rotation affects the functional orientation of an acetabular component. Every 1° of axial rotation changes functional acetabular anteversion by 1°. There is limited information on pelvic rotation in THA patients, since it is difficult to measure on routine radiographs. Therefore, we used spine-to-ankle biplanar radiography to investigate variability in pelvic rotation in patients before and after THA. In 156 patients undergoing primary unilateral THA, we measured preoperative, 6 weeks and 1 year postoperative pelvic rotation in both standing and sitting positions using a biplanar radiography system. Patients with fixed pelvic rotation had a similar magnitude and direction of pelvic rotation in all standing or sitting images. We further identified patients with position-independent or position-dependent fixed pelvic rotation. Pelvic rotation was common in THA patients, with 82 patients (53% of 156 patients) having at least 1 image with > 7° of rotational deformity. 12 patients (8% of 156 patients) had fixed rotation, 6 patients (4%) had position-independent fixed axial rotation and 6 patients (4%) had position-dependent fixed axial rotation. It may be important to recognise whether a THA patient has a fixed pelvic axial rotational deformity, where 1 hip is consistently forward or backward in functional imaging. Fixed rotation will increase or decrease the functional anteversion of an acetabular component depending on THA side. Further research might better characterise associations and predictors of fixed axial rotation and its impact on patient outcomes after THA.